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"BROKEN"

INT. KITCHEN - DAY

MEGAN is absently stirring a cup of tea she's just made 
herself and her boyfriend SAM.

She's clearly out of it, looking tired and run-down.

Sam boldly comes up behind her, making her jump, as he hugs 
her tightly. Too tightly.

He kisses her hard on the cheek. Megan tries to focus on the 
finishing the tea.

SAM:
Let's go upstairs.

MEGAN:
I've just made these.

She wriggles herself loose from his grip and passes him a 
cup, before sitting down.

Sam follows, annoyed by her dismissal.

SAM:
(Slurping the tea)

This is shit. You put sugar in?

MEGAN:
Yeh, two.

He gulps his tea, not taking his eyes off her.

SAM:
What's up with you?

MEGAN:
What're you on about?

SAM:
Is there someone else?

MEGAN:
Where's that come from? How can there 
be anyone else? I barely leave the 
house.
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SAM:
What about your phone? Always texting 
away...

MEGAN:
That's to my Mum, you know it is.

SAM:
Spreading lies about me no doubt. So 
come on, what's so awful?

MEGAN:
I'm just tired.

SAM:
You're always tired.

(beat.)
Why not try making an effort? If you 
look like shit all the time, surely 
you're gonna feel like shit.

MEGAN:
I'm tired Sam. I'm tired, because 
everything I do is questioned. Every 
thing I do is scrutinised. I can't...

SAM:
Can't what?

He changes tactic.

SAM:
What if, I take you out? Nice dinner. 
Bit of wine. Come back here...

MEGAN:
We can't afford it, Sam.

(Carefully)
You never told me how your interview 
went?

SAM:
Don't fucking start with this. I'm 
sick of hearing it.

MEGAN:
What about if I go back to work? Take 
the pressure off?
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SAM:
Leave me you mean. No chance. Anyway 
they won't have you. Especially the 
way you're looking.

MEGAN:
I can bring in some more money-

SAM:
It's not fucking happening, Meg! So 
drop it!

(beat.)
What about your Dad's pot?

MEGAN:
He left it for emergencies...

SAM:
He's dead, for fuck sake-

MEGAN:
Stop it, Sam!

SAM:
Nah, I get it. I'm just not good 
enough. Clearly...

(beat.)
I'm gonna run us a bath. Forget all 
this...

MEGAN:
I'll have one later. Might get my head 
down after this.

Sam goes over to Megan, invading her space.

SAM:
I'm gonna run us a bath. Don't make me 
come and get you.

Sam kisses her on the cheek as before and heads upstairs.

END.
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